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Thanks for attending rally! 

The Rally is Over 

The participants have slept, and the feedback 

is coming. It’s been a hectic weekend and we 

hope you’ve enjoyed it! As a committee we’d all 

like to thank those that have helped make that 

possible including the staff that helped run 

activities giving us a break, the exec who 

supported us through postponing and going 

virtual, the events who’ve gone before us and 

given us ideas and support and all the 

members who’ve joined us and made the 

activities as fun as they were! 

 

We hope to see you again in-person or online 

soon! 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rally Gossip 
 

There’s a load of events planned for 

the anniversary of virtual SSAGO next 

weekend. 

 

Newcastle and Durham have a rivalry 

over who’s best. Obviously, it’s the 

one that’s organising Viking Rally! 

 

Which LUSSAGO member do you want 

to follow on Instagram? 

 

People prefer ordering their own 

takeaway versus letting a stranger do 

it. 

 

People on the tea test were caught up 

in a cheating controversy. Can you 

google the shapes of tea bags? 

 

One person boils water in the 

microwave, thankfully this is 

anonymous. 

 

The Tom backgrounds are getting 

confused. 

 

Turns out you don’t need activities you 

can just let people virtually steal 

mascots on Discord.  

 

Gossip will be returning to 

Discord soon! 

 

 

 

Astrology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gelotology 

What’s green and is dangerous? 

Kermit with a flip knife 

What does a lemon need when it hurts itself? 

Lemon Aid 

 

Virgo: You will fall asleep in a meeting 

and snore like a leaf blower. You have a 

shot at an exciting new opportunity, and 

for once it doesn’t include selling 

wrapping paper door to door. Break out 

your best dress-up sweatpants for this. 

 Leo: You need something new in your 

life this week! Add something that will 

increase your health like a pet, kidnap 

a guy that teaches tai-chi, or buy a  

sack of blood to keep the mosquitoes  

away! Or you could buy something that 

your home needs, like a cactus and/or Tupperware in 

the shapes of body parts, or a stuffed poodle. It 

could be a decoration or mop! 
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Late Award Nominations 
 

Microsoft Word for not liking the 

MuggleNews font in the Saturday and 

Sunday Newsletters. 

 

Tom for downloading a random 

MuggleNews font which can’t be used at 

the same time as Zoom. 

 

Zoom for not recording the opening 

ceremony as the call was ‘too busy’. 

 

Erin for being bitten by something on the 

ear. 

 

Scouting and Guiding for you know what. 

 

Gossip will be returning to Discord 

soon! 

 

 

Got any photos and videos 

you didn’t post to Discord? 

Add them to the Google 

photos album at 

rally.ssago.org/pages/photos  

So many photos! 

Turns out with a virtual rally there’s too 

many pictures to fit into a newsletter. So 

instead why not view Sunday’s highlights 

video, along with other bonus content on 

our YouTube! 

Up Next! 

Your event here? 

https://rally.ssago.org/pages/photos

